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THE POLITICS OF TEK: POWER AND THE
"INTEGRATION" OF KNOWLEDGE
PAUL NADASDY

Abstract This paper takes a critical look at the project of "integrating" traditional knowledge
and science. The project of integration has been and continues to be the cornerstone of efforts to
involve northern aboriginal peoples in processes of resource management and environmental
impact assessment over the past 15 years. The idea of integration, however, contains the implicit
assumption that the cultural beliefs and practices referred to as "traditional knowledge" conform to western conceptions about "knowledge." It takes for granted existing power relations between aboriginal people and the state by assuming that traditional knowledge is simply a new
form of "data" to be incorporated into existing management bureaucracies and acted upon by
scientists and resource managers. As a result, aboriginal people have been forced to express
themselves in ways that conform to the institutions and practices of state management rather
than to their own beliefs, values, and practices. And, since it is scientists and resource managers, rather than aboriginal hunters and trappers, who will be using this new "integrated"
knowledge, the project of integration actually serves to concentrate power in administrative
centers, rather than in the hands of aboriginal people.

Introduction

been to "collect and document" traditional ecological knowledge and to "integrate" it with scientific
Use of the term "traditional ecological knowledge" knowledge of the environment. The hope is that
(TEK) is now commonplace in discourse concern- by integrating the knowledge of aboriginal people
ing the management of land and resources across who have spent their lives out on the land with
the North American Arctic and Subarctic. The past that of scientific experts, we will increase our
overall understanding of the environment and that
decade and a half has seen an explosion in the
number of conferences, symposia, and workshops this new integrated knowledge will allow imdevoted to traditional ecological knowledge acrossprovements in existing processes of environmental
the North, not to mention the growth of a substan- impact assessment and resource management.
There is also some hope that the integration of tratial academic literature on traditional knowledge
and the establishment of numerous regional, na- ditional knowledge with science will help to emtional, and international working groups, informa-power the aboriginal people and communities
tion networks, and other organizations concerned who are the holders of this knowledge.
The widespread recognition that something
with promoting and disseminating research on the
topic. The principal objective of this activity has called "traditional ecological knowledge" even
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edge, which is assumed
to be qualitative,
intuitive,
management regimes
across
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Nor
holistic, and oral, science
is seen as quantitative,
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remain
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and literate. Indeed, one
regarding traditional
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know
cannot
examine thewhat
question of traditional
are still not quite
sure
it knowlis, mu
edge for
long without being
confronted by a barrage res
use or integrate it
with
scientific
of such dualistic comparisons
arranged
review of the literature
on(often
TEK,
for
neatly in a table) purporting
sum up the differthat a large proportion
of to
this
literat
between
traditional
and scientific
knowledge.
on the potential ences
use
of
TEK
rather
t
The assumption
is that since
traditional knowledge
applications (Kuhn
and
Duerden
19
works continue to
advocate
the
use of
is expressed
in a form that is vastly
different from,
and
largely
incompatible
with,
that
of
science,
integration with science without des
there are a whole
host of essentially
technical In
probmethod for achieving
this
goal.
th
that accompany the effort to
to integrate
them.
aboriginal people lems
continue
express
Most of these
problems relate
to difficulties in action and impatience
with
current
eff
in the real world of land claims and resource mancessing and collecting TEK or with translating it
into a form that can be utilized by resource management. Why, given the duration, intensity, and
agers. This approach views the present lack of
interdisciplinary nature of the effort to integrate
progress towards integration as resulting from the
traditional and scientific knowledge, has there
complexity of these problems and the difficulty in
been so little success? This paper seeks to answer
developing strategies and methodologies capable of
this question by taking a new approach to the inteeffectively dealing with them.
gration of TEK and science. Rather than focusing
This official type of explanation, by focusing
on obstacles to integration that arise from differon the "integration of knowledge systems" as a
ences in form between the two "types" of knowltechnical problem, is inadequate because it ignores
edge, as most of the literature has done, I will
the political dimensions of the issue of knowledge
consider instead the power relations underlying
integration. Rather than merely assuming, as many
the project of integration itself.
do, that integrating traditional knowledge with sciThis paper is based on 32 months of fieldence will automatically lead to improved resource
work in Burwash Landing, a village in the Southmanagement and aboriginal empowerment, we
west Yukon Territory, Canada. The community is
must closely examine the assumptions underpinlocated on the Alaska Highway 280 km north of
ning this project. By doing so, it will become apWhitehorse, the territorial capital. It has a yearparent that the practice of traditional knowledge
round population of approximately 70 people,
most of whom are members of the Kluane First Naresearch and its integration may well be reinforcing, rather than breaking down, a number of Westtion.1 In addition to participant observation of daily
ern cultural biases that in the end work against full
life in the community throughout this period, I atcommunity involvement in managing local land
tended land claims negotiations, resource manageand wildlife. Before developing this argument furment meetings, TEK-related conferences,
workshops, and symposia in Burwash Landing and ther, I will turn to a brief discussion of a more hidden discourse surrounding traditional knowledge
Whitehorse as well as elsewhere in the region.
and its integration with science.
There is a fairly common form of explanation
regarding the current failure to integrate traditional
Conventional Perspectives on the
knowledge and science which is almost completely
Integration of Science and TEK
absent from both the literature and formal arenas of
discussion on traditional knowledge. It is encounThere are two conventional ways of explaining
tered almost exclusively in informal or even "priwhy it has been so difficult in practice to integrate
vate" conversations. It is more likely to be heard in
traditional knowledge and science. One type of exthe home or in the bar than in the meeting room.
planation is encountered primarily in official and
formal settings; the other can be heard only in more Though they very rarely do so in one another's
informal and unofficial contexts. At conferences,
presence, both aboriginal people and non-native
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by resource managers
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of thesignifica
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ple's thought and As
action
in
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in discussions of
paper will focus "environment"
on these
terms,
esp
tends to bias
the discourse
toward a Euroedge," and their TEK
role
in
structuring
people can act upon
Canadian perspective.
andThese
think
terms are products
about
of a
relation to science.
Western conception of the world. Implicit in their
Morrow and Hensel speak directly to the term use is the notion that human beings are separate
and distinct from the rest of the world, and it is
"traditional," which, as used and understood by
most non-natives, has the effect of assuming that
specifically the non-human part of the world which
cultural practice is frozen at a particular point in
constitutes the "environment." Though some ecolotime (usually the distant past). This allows the dis- gists and others have begun to point out that humissal of more recent practice, however consistent mans are indeed part of the environment (e.g., in
it may actually be with local beliefs and values, as the debate over global warming), this has done little
"inauthentic," giving non-native resource managers in practice to break down the conceptual separation
and others the power to define, in important ways, between humans and the environment in Western
what constitutes "authentic" native culture and to
thought. There are very few Euro-Canadians who
judge and act upon the behavior of aboriginal peo- would consider kinship, for example, to be an ecople accordingly. To illustrate this they recount a
logical topic. Yet, there are those who do not subcase in which two Yup'ik boys were charged with
scribe to this rigid Western distinction between
shooting a muskox out of season (Morrow and
humans and the environment, among them many of
Hensel 1992:40-41). Muskoxen are rarely found
the aboriginal people of the Yukon, who have rearound the village in question, so the boys had
ferred to themselves explicitly as "part of the land,
consulted the village elders for guidance before
part of the water" (McClellan 1987:1). In the abshooting it. The elders had advised the boys to
sence of a strict separation between humans and the
shoot the animal, because it had offered itself to
environment, the very idea of separating "ecologithem and might be offended if they did not. The
cal" from "non-ecological" knowledge becomes
boys shot the animal and the meat was distributed nonsensical. This is powerfully illustrated by native
within the village in a culturally accepted manner. elders who, when asked to share their knowledge
Thus, they interpreted and acted upon the unusual about the "environment," are just as likely to talk
appearance of the muskox in a manner that was
about "non-environmental" topics like kinship or
consistent with local Yup'ik ideology. Yet, the
respect as they are to talk about animals and landjudge in the case rejected a defense based on "cusscapes. Every time researchers or bureaucrats distomary and traditional" practice and ruled against
miss or ignore these parts of an elder's testimony as
the boys on the grounds that muskoxen are not tra- irrelevant, they are actually imposing their own
ditional game animals in the area.
culturally derived standards of relevance.
This illustrates how the idea of "tradition"
The most fundamental and least examined (in
can be used by non-natives to deny the adaptability the discourse on TEK, at any rate) concept underlyand dynamism of aboriginal culture. Many non-na- ing the idea of TEK is that of "knowledge." The
tives view changing practices and lifestyles in abo- goal of most TEK research is to collect, preserve
riginal communities as "evidence" that traditional
and/or utilize traditional knowledge. Yet, tradiknowledge is disappearing. This allows them to
tional knowledge is not really "knowledge" at all
discount the opinions and knowledge of aboriginal in the Western sense of the term. Aboriginal people
people who do not live according to their preconthemselves constantly point this out when they say
ceived notions of a traditional aboriginal lifestyle. that traditional knowledge is not so much knowlMore than once I have heard a non-native dismiss
edge, as it is a "way of life." This should come as
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in the first
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(Cruikshank 1990;
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This approach made
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two single
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a
the technicalthem.
exercise of combining two
alternative
sion "TEK" between
Despite
th
sets of "data," whileand
the management
system into
from anthropologists
aboriginal
selves, however, which
the
this new discourse
"integrated knowledge" is inserted on TEK
remains essentially unchanged (see also Cruiktreat traditional knowledge
as a set of
shank 1998:53).
The imperative integration
meanscomple
tellectual products
which
are
that TEK
must be expressed in forms
that are comfrom the cultural
milieu
that
gives t
patible with the already
existing institutions
and
To understand why
this
is the
case
to look at the context in which TEK research has
processes of scientific resource management. The
been carried out and in which its results are being problem with this approach to TEK is that it ignores the cultural processes in which different
used. Most TEK research in Canada has grown out
"ways of knowing" are embedded and treats tradiof the land claims process, in which First Nations
tional knowledge (to say nothing of scientific
entered into negotiations with federal and provinknowledge) as simply another type of information
cial and/or territorial governments to settle the
question of aboriginal rights to land and self- gov- or source of data. In practice this has had two imernment. Early traditional knowledge studies were portant and interrelated effects on the way TEK recarried out to document patterns of native land use searchers have approached the rich constellation of
social relations, practices, values, and beliefs to
for specific land claim negotiations (Freeman
which the term TEK supposedly refers: they have
1976). Increasingly, however, the purpose for collecting TEK has been to incorporate it into co-man- had to both compartmentalize and distill it.
agement and environmental impact assessment
processes established under or in conjunction with
these land claim agreements (e.g., Allen 1994;
The Compartmentalization
Berger 1977; Brody 1982; Freeman and Carbyn
of TEK
1988; Inglis 1993; Johannes 1989; Johnson 1992;
Scientific knowledge and practice are compartNakashima 1990; Northern Perspectives 1992;
mentalized. Indeed, the same can be said of all
Roberts 1996).
that Western scientists and scholars classify as
Though the idea of incorporating TEK into
processes of state resource management and impact "knowledge." There are "social science," "natural
science," "pure science," "applied science," and
assessment is a fairly new one, systems of stateso on, each subdivided into a whole array of discisponsored wildlife management and impact assessment are themselves far from new. Indeed, not only plines and subdisciplines which are quite distinct
from one another both intellectually and socially.
do both fields have relatively long histories as established disciplines in applied science (especially Historians of science and sociologists have argued
wildlife management), both have been formally in- that this compartmentalization has more to do
with the politics of institutionalized knowledge
stitutionalized through the establishment of comproduction in the West than it does with any corplex state bureaucracies. Moreover, these
responding divisions in the "real" world (e.g.,
bureaucratic structures have long been the excluFoucault 1980; Rabinbach 1990; Said 1978;
sive domain of scientists and resource managers
Worster 1977). The production and compartmenwho necessarily have a great deal personally intalization of knowledge do not occur in a world of
vested in scientific management as a profession.
Because of this, they tend to view TEK (at best) as a pure intellect, but are aspects of broader trends in
supplementary body of information which does not the development of capitalism and state structures
(e.g., Foucault 1978; Lukâcs 1971; Marcuse 1982;
threaten the fundamental assumptions of wildlife
Merchant 1980). This compartmentalization has
management itself. This is evident from the rhetoprofound effects on how people can think about
ric about incorporating TEK into the management
knowledge and the ways in which it can be used.
process, which assumes that the value of TEK lies
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This is especially
the introductions
obvious
to management-oriented
to those
TEK
studies echo this sentiment; indeed,
much is made
cept the basic assumptions
underlyi

mentalization.

of the holistic nature of TEK in all the rhetoric sur-

An experienced hunter in Burwash Landing, rounding TEK. Yet, despite all this, one continuwho has dealt extensively with both government ously comes across TEK reports with titles like
officials and biologists, explained to me once why "Traditional Ecological Knowledge of Beluga
he felt the government could not effectively man- Whales" (Huntington 1995) or "Collection and
age wildlife. He complained that government offi- Analysis of Traditional Ecological Knowledge
cials would not act without first gathering
about a Population of Arctic Tundra Caribou" (Ferknowledge from all its experts. But this is easier
guson and Messier 1997), and community level
said than done, he explained, because the govern- workshops are being held regularly across the
ment has forestry experts, water experts, and min- North for the explicit purpose of gathering "Moose
TEK," or "TEK about Dall sheep." As these titles
ing experts; it has sheep biologists, moose
biologists, wolf biologists, and bear biologists; and imply, many TEK studies focus on single species or
at most a handful of related or "important"
none of these people knows anything outside of
their own specialty. Since any management effortsspecies - almost always large game animals or menecessarily must include a number of different re- dicinal plants. This focus on individual species
sources, the government is powerless to act with- conforms not to the views of native elders and
out endless meetings in which these specialists
hunters, but to the needs and specifications of the
attempt to "educate" one another; and even then
scientists and government officials who are managno one really understands the environment as a
ing these populations in an established institutionwhole. He specifically contrasted this situation to alized setting.
his own knowledge of the land and that of others
Scientists and resource managers concerned
in the community who have spent considerable
with managing a population of Dall sheep, for exparts of their lives out on the land. He said that
ample, are primarily interested in data on sheep.
survival in the bush depends on one's knowledge
They may have some interest in a few other species
of the environment as a whole. It is not enough to (e.g., major prey or predator species such as, in the
know only about bears or moose; one must know case of Dall sheep, coyotes, wolves, or eagles), but
about all of the animals out there - how they bein general they are not at all interested in "unrehave, what they eat, how they interact with one an-lated" animals such as ground squirrels, salmon,
other, and how they think. To illustrate his point, moose, or otters. The integrated holistic view of the
he listed off about ten different species of animals world that hunters value and, indeed, depend
and the relative sizes of their populations in the
upon for their very survival cannot be accommoarea over the past 15 years. He said that biologists dated by the institutional structure of the state
do not know as much about the environment as
management system into which they are being "inthey think they do, because if you put them out in corporated." For the experience of local hunters to
the bush alone they would not be able to survive.
be useful at all to scientists and resource managers,
While it may not be entirely fair to criticize
it must be compartmentalized in a way that correthe knowledge of biologists on this count (since it
sponds to the divisions which already exist in the
is not their goal or intention to be able to "live on
practice of scientific resource management. So,
the land" in this way), this statement does highsheep biologists deal with sheep TEK; bear biololight the radically different social contexts in
gists deal with bear TEK; moose biologists deal
with moose TEK, and so on. Since scientific
which scientific resource managers and aboriginal
people are embedded. Compartmentalization,
knowledge of the environment is divided and comwhich is an essentially unquestioned necessity aspartmentalized, scientists treat TEK, in so far as it
sociated with living and functioning in the world
is "knowledge," as compartmentalizable along similar lines.
of bureaucratized state management, is seen as
quite strange and counterproductive by one who
The experiences and lives of First Nations
does not accept that social context as given. Inpeople, however, cannot be compartmentalized in
deed, most aboriginal people are quite explicit
a way that corresponds to the categories of scienabout the uncompartmentalized nature of the
tific management. The lack of correspondence that
lifestyle that is referred to as "traditional knowlinevitably results from the attempt to do so leads to
edge." To survive on the land one must "know
two types of problem. The first is that there are catabout" not only certain animals, but how they fit
egories in the field of scientific resource manageinto a complex web of practices, values, and social
ment which appear to have no analogues in TEK.
relations that encompass not only all animals,
This creates the illusion that First Nations people
plants, and land forms, but humans as well.
have nothing to say regarding these topics. ExamAll general descriptions of traditional knowl- ples of this type are categories such as "mining"
edge encountered at TEK workshops and found in
and "forestry." Though aboriginal people certainly
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used both minerals
and
trees
in
ship to the
environment,
must be "distilled
out" prec
of
their practices had
little
resemblance
TEK before
it can be incorporated
into the institurary industrial mining
T
tional framework ofor
scientificforestry.
resource management.
that they did possess
concerning the

these resources and how to obtain them are seen as

rudimentary and outdated, unable to provide even
The Distillation of TEK
supplementary data for foresters or geo-physicists
(though there are some significant exceptions to
As discussed above, scientists and resource manthis3). Nor do these activities seem to be surrounded by the same richly elaborated set of beliefs agers interested in gathering the TEK of Dall
and practices as is, for example, hunting. Most sci- sheep, for instance, are not particularly interested
entists and resource managers conclude therefore in hunters' opinions or observations regarding
that no TEK exists regarding these "modern" top- ground squirrels or otters, since these seemingly
ics; though there may be such a thing as "moose
have nothing to do with sheep. Their interests,
TEK," there is no "forestry TEK" or "TEK on min- however, are even more circumscribed than this. It
ing." This assumption is given additional weight
is not simply that they are interested only in sheep;
rather, they are only interested in certain kinds of
by the use of the modifier "traditional," as noted
above.
information regarding (only) sheep. Resource manOn numerous occasions at meetings and
agers are typically interested in information on the
numbers of sheep sighted by First Nation members
workshops on mining or forestry in Whitehorse, I
have heard questions and concerns regarding tradiand the years and locations of these sightings. They
are not interested in (nor are they able to make use
tional knowledge dismissed with the assertion that,
in essence, there is no such thing (though it is usuof) a wide variety of the elements of an aboriginal
hunter's world view (which to her or him are dially phrased somewhat more delicately than this).
This assertion is an illusion caused by the false
rectly related to sheep), such as the stories, values,
and social relations that transmute those sheep
compartmentalization of TEK. Though aboriginal
from a set of population figures into sentient mempeople did not engage in industrial forestry or minbers of the social, moral, meaning-filled universe
ing in precontact times, they do nevertheless have
of the hunter and his or her family. These vital asdistinct beliefs, practices, and values regarding
trees and the earth (not to mention any number of
pects of the hunters' rich and complex relationship with sheep are distilled out in any attempt to
more general beliefs and values) which are relevant
collect or use TEK in the management process. A
to the practice of activities such as mining and
specific example should illustrate the nature of
forestry (Kari 1995; McClellan 1975; Nelson 1983).
this distillation process.
By channeling all discussion into the institutionIn an attempt to manage a population of Dall
ally accepted language of science-based resource
sheep in the southwest Yukon, the Kluane First
management, the assertion that "there is no TEK on
Nation and the Yukon Territorial Government esmining/forestry" effectively limits the ways in
tablished the multi-stakeholder Ruby Range Sheep
which First Nations people can participate in the
Steering Committee to make recommendations to
debates surrounding these industries. Though they
the Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board.
are welcome to participate, the "truth" of their
The committee was explicitly mandated to coninput is evaluated strictly according to the stansider both scientific and traditional knowledge in
dards of forestry, ecology, geology, or geo-physics.
the formulation of their recommendations. First
Because there is supposedly no TEK about forestry
Nations people, including elders and hunters,
or mining to compete with these accepted discispoke to the committee, and some sat on it and parplines, scientists and resource managers can confiticipated regularly in its meetings. They were
dently assume that they hold a monopoly on
asked to recall the numbers of sheep they had seen
knowledge in these fields. This is especially signifover the years as well as when and where these
icant in the Yukon, where mining has long been
sightings had occurred. A series of maps was preone of the most important resource-based activipared from their accounts. As far as the scientists
ties, and governments are at this moment strugand government officials involved in the process
gling to develop a management plan for a newly
were concerned, this meant that they had fully and
emerging timber industry.
fairly considered the traditional knowledge of the
The second problem arising from the comcommunity; they proved either unwilling or unable
partmentalization of TEK is that whole aspects of
to make use of other types of information offered
aboriginal people's reality fall outside the established categories of scientific resource manageby the community. In discussions about regulating
sheep hunting, for example, a number of Kluane
ment. A whole array of stories, values, social
First Nation members expressed concern over the
relations and practices, all of which contribute subcurrent practice of restricting hunters to shooting
stance and meaning to aboriginal people's relation-
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shooting of(these
an ewe. Everythingare
that one needs
to
only full curl rams
fully
know about
sheep to make this
calculation can
be
eight years old or
older).
They
argue
expressed numerically
(e.g., average numbers to
of
imals are especially
important
th
offspring,
numbertheir
of reproductive years
per ewe, as t
population because
of
role
and so on).
from these mature
rams that young
Community
members attending
these meetproper mating and
rutting
behavio
expressed frustration at the tendency
of sciengeneral survival ings
strategies.
Thus,
ki
tists to treat
animals
as numbers. As one hunter
full curl rams has
an
impact
on the
in excess of the put
number
it:
of animals
by hunters. One person specifically
The sheep
don't fall out of the sky.
They don't
crekilling off all the
elders
in
the
com
ate on a piece
of paperpeople
in somebody's office. They killed
the actual number
of
are born, raised out there in the wild. That's where
great, the damage to the community

knowledge

culable.

and

they are born; that's where they die. They don't

social
reproduction
happen in somebody's office. It doesn't matter
how many numbers you put on that piece of

The scientists and resource managers present
paper; out there is still the same.
at the meetings neither dismissed nor refuted this
To this hunter, sheep are not numbers. They
argument. They simply ignored it. Community
are sentient beings with their own social structure,
members had raised these concerns hoping to
switch from a full curl rule to a quota system as a whose lives are quite independent from the mathemeans for limiting the sheep kill in the area. Both matical manipulations of biologists. As far as he
and many other members of the Kluane First Namethods effectively limit the number of animals
that can be killed, but a quota system would spread tion are concerned, disruption of the sheep's social
structure can do at least as much damage to their
the kill more evenly over the entire population,
rather than focusing it on a particular age group.
population as the death of hordes of "potential offYet, even after community members made this ar- spring," who exist only as numbers on paper. Ungument, biologists continued to assert that there
derstanding how animals think and behave is every
was no need for a quota, because the full curl rule bit as important to them as the numbers sought by
was sufficient to limit the number of sheep taken. biologists; yet, scientific resource managers are unThere are three possible reasons for the biologists able to accommodate this kind of information.
at these meetings to have ignored the community's Many aboriginal people see the biologists' apargument against the full curl rule. First, restricting proach as ultimately disrespectful to the animals
the hunt to full curl rams (the big "trophy" sheep) themselves. As the same hunter once told me after
is clearly preferable to big game outfitters, several one of these meetings, "Biologists think animals
of whom were also present at these meetings. Sec- are stupid. They're not."
ond, some of them may simply not have taken this
In the relatively exceptional cases when TEK
studies do elicit non-numerical information, such
"social" information about sheep very seriously.
Third, those who did take it seriously (and I beas descriptions of the behavior of sheep and their
lieve there were at least a few who did) were unpredators, they tend to treat these accounts as isoable to make use of it, because it cannot be
lated incidents of pure observation, exhibiting little
expressed quantitatively. In addition, it would be
interest in (or dismissing as useless) the meaning
difficult to "prove" this information scientifically. of such behavior (i.e., how does the hunter interContrast this to justifications for a ban on
pret this behavior in the context of certain stories,
hunting ewes (along with the females of nearly all beliefs, and social relations to which it directly rebig game species), which is supported without
lates?); instead, they confidently assign their own
question by biologists and resource managers (and meanings and interpretations to these observations.
was mentioned by them several times over the
Even those management-oriented TEK studies
course of these meetings). The argument for this
which have explicitly tried to gather more than just
ban is that since ewes bear young, they represent
animal population figures (e.g., the collection of
not only themselves but all of their unborn poten- personal histories described in Ferguson and
tial offspring as well. Thus, killing an ewe has a
Messier 1997) have usually only done so to
much greater impact on the future population than "tighten up" these population figures (to get more
the death of a single animal. This argument
precise data for time and place). Scientists and restrongly resembles that made against shooting full source managers usually do not even acknowledge,
curl rams by Kluane First Nation members, except much less attempt to make use of, the stories, bethat it is mathematical and biological as opposed to liefs, and values which inform the hunters' view of
social in nature. In contrast to the case of full curl
the world and specify the proper relationship berams, it is a simple matter to calculate the number tween themselves and the animals in question.
of potential offspring that will be affected by the
Since these non-quantitative understandings can-
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not really be "translated
into
the
context of their understandings
of statistical
theory lan
they tend to "drop
out
of
the
databa
and population
dynamics,
while
community
memshank 1998:57-58).
bers saw the same number in relation to their past
The distillationexperiences
process,
however,
i
of that place. Everyone
counted the
complete even when
same 45 sheep,
the
but the biologists
lived
saw in them
experi
a
ers and hunters have been reduced to a set of numsample size that was too small to be statistically
bers and lines on maps. These distilled "artifacts"
valid, while community members saw them as too
of TEK research often have a number of different
few sheep. In the end, the committee made no use
and sometimes incompatible possible meanings,
of the numbers generated by the joint survey. The
some of which can be utilized by resource manscientists' interpretation prevailed because there
was no "proof" that the sheep population had ever
agers and others which cannot. To illustrate this
been as high as the community members mainpoint, I will return to the case of the Ruby Range
tained; therefore, their interpretation of the number
Sheep Steering Committee.
generated by the survey was not seen as reliable
As part of its effort to increase cooperation in
enough to be incorporated into the management
the management of sheep, the steering committee
process.
organized a joint ground-based sheep survey inThe imperative of incorporating TEK into the
volving biologists and Kluane First Nation memstate management system has caused researchers to
bers. The group drove together down an arm of
focus on extracting from communities only that
Kluane Lake and counted the number of sheep on
kind of information which can be expressed in a
the surrounding mountains. Using a spotting
few very specific ways - that is, in forms that can
scope, they also determined the number of yearling
be utilized within the institutional framework of
lambs among them. The day was pleasant; the
scientific resource management, such as numbers
group shared a picnic lunch, and the survey was
and lines on maps contained in reports, books, and
conducted in a spirit of goodwill and cooperation.
On the face of it, there seemed to be little room for
other written documents - and then to interpret it
in a manner consistent with the assumptions of scidisagreement about the data. Everyone agreed on
entific wildlife management. The practice of disthe two numbers generated by the study: the overall sheep count and the yearling count. Yet, later it tilling these TEK artifacts out of the interrelated
complexity of social relations has some very seribecame apparent that biologists and community
ous consequences. To begin with, the simple atmembers had interpreted these numbers very diftempt to set down on paper that which all holders
ferently. The biologists were interested in generatof traditional knowledge agree is a "way of life"
ing a figure for lamb survival (expressed as the
necessarily distills out the social relations and
ratio of yearlings to total population). The total
practices that make it meaningful. In addition, the
sheep count, however, had been very low (approxineed to render this information into a form commately 45). According to the biologists, this reprepatible with scientific data tends to remove those
sented too small a sample from which to derive a
qualitative aspects of local experience which might
reliable figure for lamb survival; thus, all of the
otherwise have survived translation into written
day's data were useless. The community members
form.
understood the desire to get a yearling count, but
Several First Nation people, who have themthey were more interested in the overall number of
selves worked on traditional knowledge projects in
sheep. Several of them said that in the past they
the Yukon, have expressed to me their frustration
had counted hundreds or even thousands of sheep
in that place at that time of year. For them, the low that once this knowledge has been gathered, "it just
sits there" in a filing cabinet or book. It is not
count was clear proof of the drastic decline in the
passed on to young people and incorporated back
population, dramatically bearing out the position
into the daily life of the community, but filed away
they had taken in the committee meetings. The bito be consulted occasionally in the course of land
ologists dismissed this interpretation, saying that a
ground-based survey is useless for determining the claim negotiations or resource management detotal number of sheep in the area, since for all any- bates. Indeed, the artifacts produced by these traditional knowledge studies, useful though they may
body knew, most of the sheep could have been on
be in certain contexts (specifically, those for which
the other side of the mountains. The community
members in turn disagreed with the biologists, say- they were produced), actually possess none of the
characteristics that such studies themselves use in
ing that in the past there had always been many
their definitions of TEK in the first place. That is,
sheep visible from the lake in the early spring and
that the mountains had had two sides then too.
rather than being holistic, oral, qualitative, and intuitive, TEK artifacts tend to be categorized, writThus, a seemingly straightforward number
ten, quantitative, and analytical. They are closer in
generated by a joint survey was assigned radically
form to scientific documents than they are to the
different meanings by scientists and community
accepted (and idealized) descriptions of the type of
members. The biologists saw the number in the
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of TEK research
and co-management to repr
"knowledge" theytext
are
supposed
processes. TEK research is often conducted
should hardly be surprising,
then, to f
through formal
interviews or TEK
workshops.
Coartifacts are largely
useless
to
people's
management
decisions (or, as is usually the case,
lives - even in the
communities
where
recommendations) are made at conferences and reproduced.
TEK researchers are to some extent aware of
source board meetings. Though these meetings and
the dangers of distillation and translation inherent workshops are often held in local communities,
in their work, but they usually treat these problemsthey are nevertheless conducted in offices and conas technical difficulties to be overcome and ignore ference rooms identical to those used by federal
their political dimensions. The crucial question and territorial government officials. Thus, bureauconcerning the distillation of TEK should be: 'who cratic resource managers never find themselves in
is doing the distilling?' The answer to this questiontruly unfamiliar social contexts. This is true of scientists as well, since their participation in conferis not always obvious, because distillation is not
usually the result of a conscious process. Instead, ences and government meetings has long been an
the very conceptualization of TEK as something to integral part of the process of doing science (see,
be gathered and incorporated into the management e.g., Traweek 1988). This is certainly true for scienprocess virtually assures this distillation. All those tists involved in resource management in the Canawho use the term TEK, for example, are (probably dian North, a majority of whom either work
directly for federal territorial governments or dewithout even realizing it) participating in the
process of distilling out "non-traditional" in favor rive a large part of their income from government
contracts. They attend conferences and other buof "traditional" knowledge; "non-ecological" in
favor of "ecological" knowledge; and, most signifi- reaucratic forums of resource management as a regcantly of all, "non-knowledge" in favor of "knowl- ular part of the work they do as scientists; and
edge." But who decides what qualifies as
their work is specifically tailored to these kinds of
"traditional," or "ecological," or "knowledge"?
use. Thus, though co-management may mean that
scientists and resource managers have to travel out
TEK artifacts are produced for the explicit
purpose of being incorporated into existing institu- to the communities more often and must make use
tions of scientific resource management. As a reof TEK artifacts alongside those of science, they
sult, TEK researchers - native and non-native
never have to leave the comfortable setting of the
alike - have no choice but to conform to the meanconference room to engage in the practice of reings assigned to terms like "knowledge" and "tradi- source management.
The situation is very different for many First
tional" by scientists and resource managers when
designing and conducting TEK research as well as
Nation people called on to participate in TEK studanalyzing and expressing their results. If they do
ies or co-management meetings. Elders and hunters
not, the TEK artifacts they produce will be useless must take time out from their lives to attend the
to resource managers and therefore will not be innecessary interviews, workshops, or meetings.
corporated into the management process. Thus, the They sit, often ill at ease, in the artificial and unfameanings and categories used by scientists and re- miliar surroundings of conference rooms. Often
source managers end up shaping the process of dis- they must endure one or more lectures by biolotillation, which in essence sorts the life
gists on the "state of the resource" which are so full
experiences of elders and hunters into the "releof jargon and "big words" that they understand
vant" and the "irrelevant," into useful "knowlvery little of it. They are then expected to speak
edge" and useless "non-knowledge." In effect, TEK about the "resource" in question, but only about
researchers are - by the questions they ask, the
that particular resource and only about certain as"data" they record, and the TEK artifacts they pro- pects of it (numbers, places, dates). When they feel
duce - deciding for elders and hunters which of
the need to disregard these seemingly arbitrary limtheir experiences are relevant to the management itations on the subject matter and choose to talk
of wildlife (though TEK researchers are themselves more broadly about matters they feel are important
constrained by the needs and assumptions of the
and relevant, they are allowed to speak (though
state management system). Thus, regardless of who they are sometimes subjected to gestures of impaexactly is conducting a specific TEK research proj- tience and disrespect, such as eye-rolling, audible
ect, they must - by the very nature of the project
sighs, and/or under-the-breath comments), but the
they are engaged in - distill out meaning and con- conversation is invariably brought back "on topic,"
tent so that it is acceptable and useful to scientists often after a brief but awkward silence, by a scienand managers. The irony is that the very people
tist or resource manager. After putting up with all
who know the least about "traditional knowledge"
of that, elders and hunters I have spoken with say
are the ones who set the standards of relevance by over and over again that they see very little that
which it is distilled.
they consider to be of practical value to them
Distillation is also a product of the social conemerge from these processes. Small wonder that
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Bruno Latour (1987)
has described how the and
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questions.
First
overall
social process that simultaneously
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utility that people ascribe
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discussion
usua
Instead, they
only "work" under certainis
very specific conditions that exist
in the laboratories where
by scientists as irrelevant
side-tracking
hunters are quite aware
ofThese
the
contextu
they were produced.
artifacts
do not gain acherent in these events.
One
hunter,
ceptance and utility
in the outside
world because wh
attend co-management
meetings
they "happen to
work," but only through anymo
an inthat this was because
government
peop
tense process
of negotiation and struggle to create
and his knowledge
as "old-fashioned"
those specific
conditions outside the laboratory.
He said that they This
should
hold
one physiof th
includes the creation
of the necessary
ings out on his trapline
during
the
wint
cal, social, and conceptual
infrastructure
without
would tell them they
could
discuss
man
which the artifacts
are useless.
He argues, for exafter they got a fire
going,
a brush
ample, that
airplanes may built
work in principle,
but
got dinner ready. Then
they
real
without the enormous
physicalmight
infrastructure that
and other elders know
a little
somethin
makes them work
in practice (from
runway systems and flight schools to the industries that produce the planes themselves and the fuel to fly

plainly

elders

that

they

them - not to mention
the industries that make the
Power and the
"Integratio
machines for the petroleum and aerospace indusof Knowledge
Systems
tries, and so on), they cannot really be said to

This paper has argued
"work" at all.that
Similarly, Newtonian
the
mechanics
project
rating TEK into the
process
ofbutresource
might work
everywhere in principle,
without
the establishment
and its
maintenance
of an elaborate
ment leads inevitably
to
compartme
and distillation. TEK researchers are not unaware
(and expensive) system of standardized measurethat they are constrained in their efforts to recordments of length, weight, time, temperature, etc. (all
and express TEK, but they tend to see this as a
of which are cultural constructions) and their prior
necessary part of the effort to integrate TEK and application to the outside world, mechanics does
science. An examination of the political dimennot work in practice. For Latour not only the meansions of incorporating TEK artifacts into the state ing but the very utility of a scientific theory or inmanagement system, however, demands a closer strument is entirely dependent on the extension of
look at the notion of "knowledge integration."
the social, physical, and conceptual networks that
As already argued, the very idea of such inte- gave rise to them.
Latour sees the extension of these networks as
gration implicitly assumes that knowledge is an intellectual product which can be isolated from its intimately connected to power. Scientists extend
social context. While anthropologists and others them primarily by representing local realities in
have long sought to demonstrate the sociocultural forms compatible with science. In practice, this
dimensions of so-called traditional knowledge sys- means expressing them in a written form which is
amenable to mathematical manipulation. Thus, in
tems throughout the world, only more recently
have they begun to focus on the social dimensions another of his examples, the rich social and physiof scientific knowledge production (e.g., Callon
cal complexities of place are expressed as a set of
numbers (latitude and longitude). The point of
1986; Longino 1990; Martin 1991; Todes 1989;
Traweek 1988; Woolgar 1988). These studies indi-doing this is to render that place into a mathematicate that all knowledge - including science - is em-cal form that can be brought back to a "center of
bedded in larger social processes which give it
calculation" for collection and manipulation. As
meaning. Indeed, some (Feyerabend 1970; Latour these centers accumulate more and more such sets
1987, 1988) have contested even the assumption
of numbers from countless other places, scientists
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the power of
scientists vis-à-vis
local people.
there can make new
kinds
of
compar
argument
puts TEK research
and the
realms that earlier Latour's
may
have
seemed
e
production, compartmentalization,
and distillation
lated (e.g., Hong Kong
and Whitehors
of TEK
artifacts in a new light. It indicates
that we
their latitude and
longitude,
can
now
might more
usefully view the integration of This
TEK
and mathematically
compared).
g
science as a process
is extending the over
sothe center a new and
kind
of that
power
cial and conceptual
networks of scientific resource
places to which these
networks
have
management
into local communities
rather
than as
tended (i.e., all the
places
that
have
b
part of an attempt to meldPower
two distinct epistemoa latitude and longitude).
accru
logical systems (which,
from his point of view, do
centers of calculation,
however,
not
not even exist as of
such). TEK
research is, in Latour's
through the collection
information
terms, manipulation
extending the networks of scientific re- and
important is their
of these abstractions. As scientists at the center exsource management into the "outside world" of
tend their networks ever farther, they can begin to First Nation communities by rendering the life exmanipulate the abstractions brought back to them periences of native elders and hunters (through the
to form higher and higher order abstractions, such processes of compartmentalization and distillation)
as maps, graphs, and theories. In the process they into forms which can be used and interpreted far
make choices about what kinds of information and
from these communities, in laboratories and cenmeaning to preserve and produce (e.g., in generat- ters of calculation (in this case, for example, the offices of the Department of Renewable Resources in
ing a map from collected coordinates, cartograWhitehorse). Rather than empowering local comphers must decide what kinds of information to
preserve: angles or surface shapes). As a result, car- munities, as many people hope, this process actually concentrates power in the centers of
tographers in the center gain enormous power
when, for example, navigators all over the world calculation at the expense of local people.
Indeed, viewed in these terms, there can be
begin to use their maps. This power is derived not
little doubt that TEK research and co-management
from any inherent "truth" in the maps they produce, but from the fact that navigators have been have effectively extended the networks of scientific
trained to use and rely on these maps - not to men- resource management into local communities. As
long as TEK researchers continue to "collect" or
tion the particular conceptions of space and time
"document" TEK as an intellectual product to be
upon which the cartographers have based them.
Powerful as the abstractions produced by sci- integrated with science, they will be helping to exentists can be, their purpose is not - nor has it ever tend the networks of scientific resource managebeen - to represent local knowledge. Indeed, local
ment into local communities. This cannot help but
knowledge of place, for example, is far too rich and concentrate power in the hands of scientists and
varied to be expressed by a set of numbers. Instead, resource managers in administrative centers like
the sole purpose of distilling these abstract forms Whitehorse. After all, who uses these categorized
from the complexities of local reality is to extend and distilled TEK studies? As discussed above,
social/conceptual networks from the centers of cal- community members who spend time out on the
culation to the outside world. Until this has been
land have no use for the kinds of artifacts produced
accomplished, the artifacts of science are useless
by standard TEK studies. They do not take those
there. Four hundred years ago, for example, Athamaps and reports out into the bush with them, and
paskan hunters in the Yukon, though they possometimes they even express their annoyance at
sessed profoundly detailed knowledge of the place
continually being asked to contribute to such studin which they lived, would have regarded their lati- ies, which, as often as not, they view as pointless.
tude and longitude as both useless and meaningYet, more than once at conferences and workshops
less. Not surprisingly, cartographers in London had on co-management or TEK, I have heard wellno power over their lives. Once people far from the meaning bureaucrats and scientists plead with
centers of calculation accept the concepts of latiFirst Nations people to "tell us what traditional
tude and longitude and begin using maps generated knowledge is, so we can use it." The fact that such
by cartographers thousands of miles away, howpleas can be made again and again without anyone
ever, they - like navigators - must implicitly accept so much as raising an eyebrow indicates the degree
and base their actions upon the cartographers' prito which people have come to accept the extension
orities and assumptions about the world. The illuof scientific resource management networks into
sion of universality that accompanies this extension the communities. By contrast, if a First Nation
of scientific networks makes local knowledge,
elder were to stand up at one of these meetings and
which is rooted in its own social networks, seem
ask a biologist to teach him/her then and there the
extremely limited and unreliable by comparison.
principles of conservation biology "so we can use
Though these seemingly universal abstractions do
it," these same well-meaning officials would probanot negate local knowledge, they do greatly increase bly chuckle at the absurdity of the request and pa-
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tiently explain to the
elder
how
y
nullify or replace
local knowledge
of place; many
it does,
training are required
before
one
can be
however, increase
the power of scientists
and remaster and use that
kind
knowledge
source managers
vis-à-visof
local hunters
and elders. If
What makes people
accept
the
notion
we are serious
about utilizing the
life experiences
of
entists and bureaucrats
are
native elders and hunters
(andin
not justany
the abstract way
"use" traditional knowledge
after
one
o
representations of them embodied
in TEK reports)
to
dozen workshops on
subject?
It is b
improve the
resource management
practices and emare expected to (and
do
incommunities,
fact)
use
the
power local
aboriginal
we must
aclines on maps, andknowledge
other
this aspectartifacts
of the current attempt to gener
standard TEK research.
These
they
"integrate" TEK and
science and develop
a new ap- are
edly qualified to use,
since
they
have b
proach to the
issue. Improved
management and
to read and manipulate
exactly
local empowerment
cannot be achievedthis
through any kind
mation. These numbers
and
are n
attempt to "include"
local eldersmaps
and hunters into
than the abstract forms affixed to local realities for
the existing state-management system simply
the precise purpose of being manipulated by scienthrough the production and use of TEK artifacts. Intists and managers in the center. Just as is the case
stead, it will require that local beliefs, values, and
with latitude and longitude, however, TEK artifacts practices themselves - not merely the abstract forms
are emphatically not substitutes for local place-deaffixed to them - be accepted as a valid basis for acpendent knowledge and practice.
tion. This will require changes to current practices
It is not only resource managers in the center,
of resource management and environmental assesshowever, who use the artifacts of TEK. A growing
ment to allow these people to play a meaningful role
in these processes as decision-makers. In short, "trasegment of First Nation populations in the communities are making use of these artifacts. This segditional knowledge" cannot truly be "incorporated"
into the management process until native elders and
ment is composed primarily, though not
hunters have achieved full decision-making authorexclusively, of members of the younger generation
ity in that realm.
who are engaged in negotiating land claims, setting
up systems of self-government, and participating in
bureaucratic co-management processes. Due to the
nature of these activities, these community memCo-Management in the Yukon and
bers have necessarily spent large periods of their
Prospects for the Future
lives in local First Nation government offices. They
This paper has argued that the project of "integrathave earned degrees in law or resource management, and/or have taken courses in mediation and
ing" TEK with science and incorporating it into existing bureaucratic management structures will
negotiation skills. Unlike most elders in their comresult neither in substantially improved managemunities, they feel comfortable talking with bioloment practices, nor in local aboriginal empowergists and government officials in the context of
ment. Instead, what is needed is a radical rethinking
negotiations and co-management meetings. Because
of the basic assumptions, values, and practices unof the huge time commitments they have made,
however, first to receive their formal education and derlying contemporary processes of resource management and environmental impact assessment.
then to work on land claims and co-management,
Before turning to a discussion of prospects for this
they have spent a great deal less time out on the
kind of change in the case of the Yukon Territory, a
land than many of their elders (and even some of
cautionary comment on use of the term "managetheir peers). As a result, many of them, too, have to
consult with their elders for the "traditional knowlment" (and, by extension, "co-management").
Much has been written about systems of inedge" perspective. While people in the communidigenous, aboriginal, or self-management as opties are aware of the increasing bureaucratization of
posed to state-management systems (Feit 1988;
a segment of their own communities, see it as a
Usher 1986; Williams and Hunn 1982). While the
problem, and are actively seeking ways to deal with
point of this distinction is well taken, it is as danit, the need to participate in land claims and cogerous a distinction to make as the one between
management continue to tie many people to their
"traditional" and "scientific" knowledge. The term
desks at least eight hours a day. Thus, while many
"management" is every bit as riddled with assumpelders in the communities quite clearly reject the
tions and contested meaning as is "knowledge." Innetworks and assumptions of scientific resource
deed, the two terms are inextricably linked in
management, the bureaucratization of the younger
Western thought. The term "management" in relageneration is testimony to the extension of these
networks into the communities and into the bodies
tion to resources refers to the attempt by "manand minds of local people themselves.
agers" to use a particular resource rationally, based
on their knowledge ofthat resource. Use of the term
As argued above, the extension of scientific resource management networks in this way does not
"management," therefore, implies not only the exis-
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ofandmanagement
management of wildlife onThis
a First Nationis
Tradiwith specialized managers.
why
tional Territoryand a Yukon- wide basis,
respecentists and resource
managers
especial
tively. Despite
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objectives at the
so reluctant to admit
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beginning of the chapter, systems
however, nowhere does in
it
as indigenous management
specifically
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to take human
traditional
place (preferring to
argue
that
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rec- low
low in precontact knowledge
times
because
of
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presumably the 50% First
Nation
densities, or citing
Pleistocene
extinct
representation
was thought
to be sufficient
to endence for the absence
of
such
systems4
sure this. Significantly, all of(whether
the co-management
on systems of management
s
bodies established
under the UFA havefacilitat
purely adnous, or cooperative
in nature)
visory roles. Though the management
Fish and Wildlife Managesion of scientific resource
ment Board, for
example, is "established
the
into the communities.
Why
else as
label
a
instrumentrelations
of Fish and Wildlife Manage. tices, values, andprimary
social
"ind
ment in the
Yukon"
(Councilto
for Yukon
Indians
source management"
if
not
categori
it in fact only has the
power to make
them so as to give1993:166),
scientific
resource
m
recommendations to
to the Yukon
Minister of Renewsomething with which
interface?
able Resources. The
minister is not obligated to fol- the
In many jurisdictions
throughout
these recommendations,
but only toare
respond tosett
governments and low
First
Nations
them in writing
a specified
period of time.
management regimes
as within
the
primary
m
remains to be seen how these and other
cluding traditional Itknowledge
inco- resou
management and management
environmental
boards established under the UFA
assess
processes. In some
work in
cases,
practice, but because
co-managem
of the many bureauare ad hoc responses
cratic layers
to
separating
specific
native elders and hunters
manag
fromthem
decision-making are
authority, it
seems unlikely esta
lems, but many of
being
the creation of these
boards will lead to a
through the land that
claims
process.
In th
transformation
the management process or to
both of these types
of of
co-management
exist, though in theory
empowerment of local
the
First Nations
co-manage
people as
established by Yukon
Fin
many hope itFirst
will. Reliance onNation
distilled TEK research
and the the
bureaucratization
of First
Nation board
ments will replace
all
ad
hoc
mittees currently
in
place
soon
people
extend
the networksas
of scientific
resource as a
agreements are signed
and
ratified.
Th
management into
the communities
and work
brella Final Agreement
provides
against the direct (UFA)
participation of hunters
and eldation of a whole array
of process.
co-managem
ers in the management
and councils which are to come into effect with the
In addition, members of co-management
signing of the Final Agreements.
boards know that they must justify their recommendations to the minister and his or her scientific/buIn the Yukon case, "co-management" essentially means that First Nation people will hold half reaucratic advisors in the Department of Renewable
Resources or else their recommendations will not
of the seats on these boards. In addition, there are
several general statements in the UFA and existing be acted upon. In practice, this means that they
must base their decisions on data which can be exFinal Agreements which call for the use of traditional knowledge and the empowerment of aborigi- pressed in terms compatible with scientific renal people. Among the stated objectives of chapter source management (which now includes the
16 - Fish and Wildlife of the UFA, for example, are artifacts of TEK). This creates an automatic bias
the following:
which works against these co-management boards
submitting recommendations that are not primarily
To integrate the relevant knowledge and experibased on scientific data. It is not likely, for instance,
ence both of Yukon Indian People and of the sci-

entific communities in order to achieve
conservation,

and

To enhance and promote the full participation of

Yukon Indian People in Renewable Resource Management" (Council for Yukon Indians 1993:153).

This chapter then establishes 14 Renewable

that the Fish and Wildlife Board would recommend

a management action based solely or even primarily
on the advice of First Nation elders and hunters,
even if they happened to have seats on the board.
Finally, any such recommendation which did manage to survive the "self-censorship" of the board
would be subject to review by the minister and the
bureaucrats in the Department of Renewable Resources, who are unlikely to be convinced that any
action is justified without scientific data to back it
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subject their own way
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extern
documentation
of thatlife
lifestyle, but
this must
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of validity established
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done with great
care to avoid
undermining that by
and resource managers,
the
state
way of life and further
concentrating
powermanag
in distant administrative centers. A rule
of thumb for
tem will remain essentially
unaltered.
What is the solution
Is
it
possib
this kind of then?
local research might
be to
ask the
quesvelop a management
process
that
tion, "who
is going to actually use,
interpret make
and/or
ased use of the way
of it?"
life
that
iscommutradit
manipulate
If the answer
is not "local
knowledge? Such a
canwillonly
nityprocess
members," then the research
probably do be
elders and hunters are relieved of the burden of
more harm than good.
having to express themselves in ways that are foreign to them to justify their views to scientists and
Conclusion
bureaucrats. This means essentially the devolution
of control over local land and resources to aborigiThe past 15 years have witnessed an explosion in
nal communities themselves, and it would have to
include not only control over wildlife, but over all
forms of development as well. As long as ultimate
decision-making power over the land is held in
distant administrative centers, local ways of life
will continue to be undervalued or ignored in favor
of the illusion of scientific universality.
This is not to say that there is no value at all
in the practices of scientific resource management.
Community-based aboriginal people themselves
are among the first to admit the usefulness of some
of the techniques and perspectives of relevant scientific disciplines, especially in light of the North's
increasing population, heterogeneity, and its integration into global systems. Returning decisionmaking power over the land to local communities,
however, would provide a counter-weight to the
power-centralizing tendencies of scientific resource management. This would not preclude scientists from engaging in their own set of socially
useful practices, but they would be doing so at the
request and direction of local communities. Thus,
scientists would no longer define and drive the
process of resource management, but would act as
a resource, providing communities - upon request - with a perspective on the environment that,
by virtue of its greater scope for large-scale comparison, would help local people to deal with larger
regional or global issues that cannot be well understood from a purely local perspective.
It seems unlikely that territorial and federal
governments will be devolving this kind of control
to local communities any time in the near future
(though, ironically, the present climate of budget
cutting and fiscal restraint, if it continues indefinitely, may provide just the incentive necessary to
do so). In the meantime, however, the present role
of "traditional knowledge" in the management
process needs to be carefully re-thought. As Julie
Cruikshank (1981:86) put it, "the focus should not
be on 'getting information before it is too late' but
on developing mechanisms for its continued transmission. ..." The important work is to ensure that

there continue to be those in communities who en-

the amount of research devoted to "traditional eco-

logical knowledge" throughout the Arctic and the
Subarctic. The self-proclaimed goal of much of this

research has been to collect and document TEK

and to integrate it with scientific knowledge for use
in resource management, environmental impact assessment, and land claim negotiations. I have argued that the simple act of framing the problem as
one of "integration" automatically imposes a culturally specific set of ideas about "knowledge" on
the life experiences of aboriginal people. The goal
of knowledge-integration forces TEK researchers to
compartmentalize and distill aboriginal people's
beliefs, values, and experiences according to external criteria of relevance, seriously distorting them
in the process. The project of knowledge-integration
also takes for granted existing power relations between aboriginal people and the state by assuming
that traditional knowledge is simply a new form of
"data" to be incorporated into already existing
management bureaucracies and acted upon by scientists and resource managers. "Knowledge," however, (whether scientific or traditional) does not
exist in some pure form, independent of power relations; rather, it is constituted by those relations
and draws its validity from them. TEK researchers,
insofar as they focus exclusively on the methodological difficulties of integrating distinct knowledge systems, help to obscure the power relations
that shape the production and use of the knowledge they study. And, since it is scientists and resource managers, rather than aboriginal hunters
and trappers, who will be using the new "integrated" knowledge, the project of integration actually serves to concentrate power in administrative
centers, rather than in aboriginal communities.

End Notes
1. For those unfamiliar with the Canadian context,
"First Nation" is the accepted term for referring to

aboriginal people and their governments. It was
gage in the way of life to which the term traditional adopted in acknowledgment of aboriginal people's
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